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Abstract. Seeded Region Growing algorithm is observed to be successfully implemented as a segmentation technique of medical images. This algorithm starts
by selecting a seed point and, growing seed area through the exploitation of the
fact that pixels which are close to each other have similar features. To improve
the accuracy and effectiveness of region growing segmentation, some works
tend to automate seed selection step. In this paper, we present a comparative
study of two automatic seed selection methods for breast tumor detection using
seeded region growing segmentation. The first method is based on thresholding
technique and the second method is based on features similarity. Each method
is applied on two modalities of breast digital images. Our results show that seed
selection method based on thresholding technique is better than seed selection
method based on features similarity.
Keywords: medical image segmentation; medical informatics; automatic seed
selection; region growing; tumor detection.
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INTRODUCTION

The basic segmentation aim is to divide an image into different regions based on certain criteria. The regions with connected pixels of similar values can provide important cues for extracting semantic objects. Since, image segmentation is mainly
used to locate an objects or an object boundary in an image thus it can be used in
applications which involve a particular kind of object recognition such as breast tumor.
Though researchers introduced several images segmentation methods but, most of
these methods are not suitable for medical images. Image segmentation using seeded
region growing (SRG) technique has increasingly become a popular method because
of its ability to involve a high-level knowledge of anatomical structures in seed selection process [Jianping et al. 2005]. In most of the region growing algorithms, all the
neighbors need to be evaluated for the region to be grown. The region growing starts
with a seed pixel and repeatedly adds new pixels as long as the segmentation criterion
is satisfied [Deboeverie et al. 2013].

One of the most important factors in region growing process is seed pixel selection.
Seed pixel is often chosen close to the center of the region of interest (ROI). For example, if we are to segment a tumor from the background, it is always advisable to
select the seed point for the tumor in the middle of the tumor [Najarian and Splinter
2012]. If seeds are not properly selected, the final segmentation results would be definitely incorrect [Massich et al. 2011]. Despite the existence of many automatic seed
selection methods, SRG algorithm still suffers from the problems of automatic seed
generation [Mehnert and Jackway1997; Jianping et al. 2001].
In this paper, two automatic seed point selection methods are compared. The first
method based on thresholding technique is proposed by Al-Faris et al. [Al-Faris et al.
2014]. The second method based on features similarity is proposed by Yuvaria and
Ragupathy [Yuvarai and Ragupathy 2013]. The same data and the same criteria have
been used in this comparison.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes experimental automatic seed selection methods. Section 3 gives a view on experimentation. Section 4
presents some results with discussion. Section 5 draws our conclusion.
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Automatic seed selection methods

For the region growing to be effectively achieved, the crucial part is the position of
the seed pixel which must be selected from where the region growing may start
[Mesanovic et al. 2013]. Up to now, some works use a semi-automatic region growing algorithm and still need user interaction for seed selection. Other works are fully
automatic and the user has only a verification role. Among these later works those
proposed by Al-Faris et al. [Al-Faris et al. 2014] and Yuvarai et al. [Yuvarai and Ragupathy 2013]. Al-Faris et al. exposed an automatic seed selection method based on
the thresholding technique. Yuvaria et al. developed an automatic seed selection
method based on features similarity. The description of these two methods is detailed
in the following.
2.1

Seed Selection method based on Features Similarity (SSFS)

In order to detect a mass in a mammogram using SRG segmentation, Yuvarai and
Ragupathy proposed a new seed point selection method based on features similarity.
Statistical features like mean, dissimilarity, sum average, sum variance and auto correlation are considered as significant features able to identify a mass. These features
are computed and fixed for masses which have been previously identified by an expert. Seed selection process starts by initializing a mask, and then calculates its features from the regions within the mask. If the mask features do not match with the
mass predefined features, the mask is therefore shift. Otherwise, the initial pixel of the
mask is taken as seed point.

2.2

Seed Selection method based on Thresholding Technique (SSTT)

Al-Faris et al. [Al-Faris et al. 2014] used SRG for breast MRI tumor segmentation
with seed point selection based on the thresholding technique. A new algorithm is
developed for automatic evaluation of the suitable threshold value. This algorithm
searches for the maximum value in each row in the image and saves it temporarily.
This process is repeated for all the rows until the last. Then, a summation of the temporarily stored values is calculated. The mean maximum raw is then calculated by
dividing the summation value by the number of rows in the image. The resultant mean
value will be considered as the threshold value for the binarization process. In order to
remove the unwanted small white speckles in the image which do not belong to the
ROI and enhance the boundary of the suspected regions, the morphological open operation (erosion followed by dilation operations) has been applied. To extract ROI, all
the regions are ranked in an ascending order according to their density values. After,
the highest region will be chosen as the main suspected region. The seed is the pixel
of this main suspected region with maximum intensity value.
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Experiments

3.1

Dataset

In this study, two databases with different modalities of breast digital images are
considered:
1. RIDER breast MRI dataset downloaded from the National Biomedical Imaging Archive [10]. The dataset includes more than 1000 breast MRI images
for five patients. All the images are axial 288 X 288 pixels. The dataset also
includes Ground Truth (GT) segmentation which has been manually
identified by a radiologist.
2. MiniMIAS database provided by the Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) [11]. MiniMIAS consists of a variety of normal mammograms as
well as mammograms with different characteristics and several abnormalities. The mammograms are digitized at a resolution of 1024x1024 pixels and
at 8-bit grey scale level. All the images include the locations of all the abnormalities that may be present.
3.2

Seed point selection criterion

Region growing is one of the most popular techniques for medical images segmentation due to its simplicity and good performance [Saad et al. 2012]. But, this performance is deeply influenced by seed point position. Therefore, selecting a good set of
initial seeds is very important. To determine the good seed position, Massich [Massich et al. 2011] tested 10 areas-of-interest selected at different distances and orientations from the lesion center. The 10 tested areas are: The area 1 is the zone located
outside the lesion; the areas from 2 to 5 are the zones situated on the boundaries of the
lesion; the areas from 6 to 9 are the zones placed near the lesion center and, the area
10 is the lesion center. The best segmentation results are obtained by using the seed

points located in area 10. The segmentation performance decrease when the seed position moves away from the lesion center. Consequently, a seed point can be placed in
three different areas:
1. Inside the ROI; in this situation, segmentation result is more and more accurate
if seed position approximates the ROI center.
2. On the border of the ROI; in this situation, there are two possibilities, either the
segmentation fails or success.
3. Outside the ROI; in this situation, the segmentation fails.
Figure 1 gives an example of these three situations. If the seed is centered in the
ROI (figure 1.a), therefore the SRG segmentation well extracts the lesion (figure 1.e).
If the seed is placed on the border of the ROI (Figure 1.b and Figure 1.c), therefore
the SRG segmentation can success (figure 1.f) or can fail (figure 1.g). The SRG segmentation fails (figure 1.h) if the seed is placed outside the ROI (figure 1.d).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 1. Examples of different seed placement (left column) and correspondent segmentation results (right
column)

To sum it up, the seed position can be considered as a good criterion in the comparison between automatic seed generation methods. The seed position is adequate if and
only if the seed is placed inside the ROI. In addition, the best method is the method
which generates seeds close the lesion center.

4

Results and discussion

Considering the fact that the initial seed selection has a great influence on the final
segmentation accuracy, we propose a comparative study of two automatic seed selection methods: SSFS and SSTT. The behavior of the two methods was examined using
a randomly selected dataset from MiniMIAS database and Rider database. We notify

that, in region growing segmentation process, the same similarity measure and the
same threshold value have been used for the two methods.
4.1

Mammograms dataset

To evaluate the performance of the experimental methods, 28 mammograms with
tumors are taken from MiniMIAS database. The two methods are applied on each
tested image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Seed point generation example on mammogram. (a) Original image. (b) Seed generation
result and segmentation result using SSFS. (c) Seed generation result and segmentation result
using SSTT.

Figure 2 presents the results of the experimental methods on a mammogram test
example. The original image is illustrated in Figure 2(a). Figure 2(b) shows seed generation result and segmentation result using SSFS method. Figure 2(c) shows seed
generation result and segmentation result using SSTT method. We can see clearly that
the two methods place correctly the seed inside the ROI, but at different positions.
According to the obtained results from all the tested mammograms, the seeds repartition area of each method is surrounded in figure 3. On a prototype image we have
delimited separately the zones covered by SSFS and SSTT methods. The blue line
delimits the SSFS zone and the red line delimits the SSTT zone. From this illustration
three observations can be made:
1. The two methods SSFS and SSTT succeed in placing some seeds inside and close
to the center of the ROI.
2. The SSTT method fails in some cases because it places a number of seeds outside
the ROI.
3. The SSFS method gives better results than the SSTT method because in the worst
case, the seed point is placed on the ROI boundary.

Fig. 3. Seeds repartition areas illustration for mammograms dataset

A priori, we can suppose that the SSFS method is more powerful than the SSTT
method. But, when we look to the plot of the figure 4, this supposition becomes weak.
The plot shows that the SSTT method places most seeds inside the ROI while the
SSFS method places the majority of seeds on the ROI boundary.
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Fig. 4. Static results of the SSFS method and the SSTT method on the mammograms dataset .
From the results above, we conclude that the SSFS method can easily find the ROI
but, has some difficulties to point their centre. On the contrary, the SSTT method is
more powerful in locating the centre area if it success in detecting the ROI.
4.2

Rider dataset

To evaluate the performance of the experimental methods on another dataset, 20
breast IRM images with tumors were taken from Rider database. Seed point generation example by the two considered methods is shown in the following:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Seed point generation example on breast IRM image (a) Original image (b) Seed
generation result and segmentation result using SSFS. (c) Seed generation result and segmentation result using SSTT.

Figure 5 illustrates seed generation results and segmentation results using the two
methods (SSFS and SSTT) on breast IRM example. The original image is illustrated in
Figure 5(a). Figure 5(b) shows seed generation result and segmentation result using
the SSFS method. Figure 5(c) exhibits seed generation result and segmentation result
using the SSTT method. This example shows that the SSTT method places its seed
farther from the centre of ROI than the SSFS method. This fact is not correct for all the
seeds generated by the SSTT method. As it is presented in figure 6, the SSTT method
places all its seeds in an area (represented by red line) included in the repartition area
(represented by blue line) of the SSFS method. So, the SSFS method gives better results than the SSFS method in most cases.

Fig. 6. Seeds repartition areas illustration for IRM dataset

The statistical data presented by the plot of the figure 7 confirms the efficiently of
SSTT method in comparison with the SSFS method.
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4.3
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Static results of the SSFS method and the SSTT method on the breast IRM dataset.

Discussion

In this work, two automatic seed selection methods have been studied and evaluated.
The SSFS method and the SSTT method are tested using mammograms and breast
IRM images. From the obtained results some conclusions can be drawn:
1. It is possible to apply the SSFS method and the SSTT method for both modalities.
The SSTT method introduced for the IRM breast images gives good results for the
mammograms as well. Despite the SSFS method had been developed, originally,
for mammograms it gave also acceptable results for IRM breast images.
2. The SSTT method performs well if there are no undesirable regions. Undesirable
regions are the regions with high intensity like labels, artifacts ...etc. So, if these
undesirable regions are removed by using pre-processing stage, the performance of
the SSTT method will certainly increase.
3. Masses predefined features values were carefully studied by the authors of the
SSFS method. These references values which allow good tumors detection in
mammograms can be inappropriate for IRM images. Hence, references values must
be modified for each new used database this repeated modification will be an obstacle for the SSFS method adaptability. However, if references values are carefully selected, the SSFS performance will consequently augment. Unfortunately, it is
very hard to fix the best references values for each used database.
4. The SSTT method has proved to be more efficient in matter of spotting the ROI
centre compared to the SSFS method. The SSTT method selects the high intensity
pixel as a seed, while the SSFS method selects the first pixel of the mask as a seed.
The SSTT method seed selection criterion makes it possible to place the seed close
to the ROI centre. On the other hand, the SSFS method seed selection criterion favours the seed placement on the ROI boundary.

5

Conclusion

Since region growing technique often gives good segmentation results that correspond
well to the observed edges, it is widely used in medical images. Typically, a seeded
region growing algorithm includes two major steps. The first step is seed point generation by selecting an initial seed point somewhere inside the suspected lesion. The
second step is region formation which starts from the seed point and grows progressively to fill a coherent region. As, region growing results are sensitive to the initial
seeds, the accurate seed selection is very important for image segmentation. In this
work, we have implemented, tested and evaluated two automatic seed selection methods. The SSTT method proposed by Al-Faris et al. is based on the thresholding technique. The SSFS method proposed by Yuvaria et al. is based on features similarity.
The tests were elaborated on two different kinds of breast images modalities: mammograms and IRM. Both the SSTT and the SSFS methods deal well with mammograms. But, as far as IRM is concerned, the SSTT method performs better than SSFS
method.
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